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the JRuby community. And this is a good thing. But
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all, aren’t the two together a bit like one and one? My
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answer no—JRuby’s not the only game in town. When I

first came into the Ruby world, there were tons of
different projects. I remember back to when Grails and
Railo were current. And then there was Spring, which
was all the rage at the time. I remember thinking to
myself, “when are all these people going to get this

JSR for Groovy so that I can write my projects in
Groovy?” Then, after all the dust settled, it became
apparent that the Grails guys were going to pull out

and that the Railo guys weren’t going to do the Groovy
thing for much longer. That left only the Spring guys
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evolution.DLC-RELOADED Gameplay: Borderlands is an
open-world shooting game and the third game in the

main series set in the sci-fi fictional universe.
Borderlands has the player choose their favorite

character from a large roster of characters, each with
their own play style. With intense first-person shooting
action and numerous side quests that lead to different
factions within the game, Borderlands presents a new

combat and customization experience on the PC.
Gameplay Features: - Open world full of secrets -

hundreds of weapons and items to find - four different
character classes and their own unique skill tree and
upgrades - Customization includes: + Character Level

+ Inventory Space + Outfits - Crafting system - No
recoil gun - 6 difficulty levels, Co-op game mode - Fully

customizable controls - PlayStation 4 multiplayer
battle royale - Consumes less than 5 GB, comes with
Borderlands 2, Just Cause 2 and a Gamestop Game

Card. Features: - Online leaderboards and challenges -
Purchase upgrades, items and new weapons - Over
100 hours of gameplay - 12 unique weapon classes
and over 40 of epic, powerful weapons - 6 different
character classes to play as - Quick start content for

new players - Larger missions than in the previous two
games - More secrets and items - Hints and help

videos to assist you in your first days play. System
Requirements: - Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6700 or

better - Ram: 8 GB - Hard Drive: 30 GB - Graphics:
Nvidia
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